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3. Our quantum simulation experiment
• Magneto-optical trap (MOT) and laser cooling of

rubidium (Rb) and potassium (K) to tens of µK
• Confine atoms in a combined magnetic trap and laser

beam and evaporatively cool to a few µK
• Transport atoms in the moving focus of a laser beam
• Evaporative cooling in an optical trap to hundreds of nK
• Trap atoms in a kagome optical lattice and tune the

lattice properties
• Optional: project additional light patterns with a digital

micromirror device (DMD)
• Measurement: release the atoms and image their

position after time of flight to measure their
momentum, or simultaneously cool the atoms and
image their in-trap positions in the quantum gas
microscope [3]
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4. Quantum simulation in a kagome lattice
Making a kagome optical lattice: overlap commensurate
attractive and repulsive triangular lattices [4].
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We will study the physics of geometric
frustration, where the preferred spin
alignments of particles are mutually
incompatible (left). The kagome energy
structure (below) resembles graphene
with an additional flat energy band.

Particles in the flat band
behave as though correlated
and infinitely heavy. We will
study this using negative
temperature states [5].

5. Experiment gallery

(a) Photograph of the Rb
MOT inside the vacuum
chamber

(b) Rb atoms trapped in the
intersection of two laser
beams in the science
chamber (false colour)

(c) The science vacuum
chamber and trapping
optics

(d) View inside the science
chamber: high-resolution
imaging optics
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Experiment status: atoms transported to the science
chamber and cooled to quantum degeneracy. We will
next construct the kagome lattice.

2. Ultracold atoms in structured light

Light fields affect the energy levels of an atom. If
the wavelength is longer than the atomic energy
transition (red detuned) the atom is attracted to
high intensities. If it is shorter (blue detuned) the
atom is repelled [1].

Quantum simulation: atoms are cooled
until their quantum properties emerge
and trapped in an optical lattice to
experimentally simulate electrons
moving in the ion lattice of a real
material. This is a powerful method for
solving complicated problems [2].

The laser beam geometry determines the
shape of the lattice. We study the physics of
the kagome lattice (right) commonly
recognised as a style of basket weave.

Optical lattices: overlapping laser beams
interfere to create periodic intensity variations
like an egg box with a length scale smaller
than the laser wavelength (hundreds of nm).

Interference: overlapped
waves add together
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1. Weaving lattices of light
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